


Produce Base
Xin zhongyuan Ceramics boasts 
strong strength with 10 product 
bases In Guangdong, Hunan, Hubei, 
Jiangxi, Sichuan and Liaoning with 
the size, equipments and R&D 
ability ranking first in China.

Qingyuan

Hubei

Hunan

Jiangxi

INTRODUCTION OF XIN ZHONG YUAN CERAMICS

Xin Zhongyuan Group was established 
in 1984 as a big and comprehensive 
modern group with the combination of 
ceramics, real estate and hotel, and is 
constantly improving the image as an 
international brand after 26 years of 
development.

Xin Zhong Yuan Ceramics Co.,Ltd.is the construction 
ceramics manu-facturer engaged by large-scale production 
and modern manage-ment in China. It covers productions 
like polished tile, ceramic tile, rustic porcelain tile, micre 
crystal tile, glazed polished tile, sanitary ware and etc. The 
complete range of factilites and excellent quality are its 
features, which win warn praise from Europe, America and 
even the world. And nowadays it is one of the greatest export 
ceramic enterprises in China.
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Application: 1QGBY18923
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Sharing happiness with families,
      friends in the kitchen
  Not only the food,
but also the atmosphere, 
    will create the joy
every day, every parties. 0605



Application: 1QGBY18923

1QGBY18923(Glossy )          900X1800X5.5mm / 36"X 72"
1CGBY18923(Matt )              900X1800X5.5mm / 36"X 72"
1QGBY18923-80(Glossy )     900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"
1CGBY18923-80(Matt )         900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"
1QGBY126103(Glossy)         600X1200X5.5mm / 24"X 48"
1CGBY126103(Matt )            600X1200X5.5mm / 24"X 48"
1QGBY126103-75(Glossy)    600X1200X7.5mm / 24"X 48"
1CGBY126103-75(Matt)        600X1200X7.5mm / 24"X 48"
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Application: BG189Q01

Application: BG189Q01
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BG189Q01(Glossy )           900X1800X5.5mm / 36"X 72"
BG189C01(Matt )               900X1800X5.5mm / 36"X 72"
BG189R01(Smooth )          900X1800X5.5mm / 36"X 72"
BG189Q01-80(Glossy )      900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"
BG126Q01(Glossy)            600X1200X5.5mm / 24"X 48"
BG126C01(Matt )               600X1200X5.5mm / 24"X 48"
BG126R01(Smooth)           600X1200X5.5mm / 24"X 48"
BG126Q01-75(Glossy)       600X1200X7.5mm / 24"X 48"
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BG189Q25-80A(Glossy )           900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"

BG189Q25-80C(Glossy )           900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"

BG189Q25-80B(Glossy )           900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"

BG189Q25-80D(Glossy )           900X1800X8.0mm / 36"X 72"
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Application:BJ18923 Application:BJ18952-80
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Application: 2BG189F05L
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BG126Q02(Glossy)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126C02(Matt)          600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126R02(Smooth)     600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG189Q02(Glossy)      900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189C02(Matt)          900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189R02(Smooth)    900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG126Q03(Glossy)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126C03(Matt)          600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126R03(Smooth)     600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG189Q03(Glossy)      900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189C03(Matt)          900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189R03(Smooth)    900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG126Q04(Glossy)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126C04(Matt)          600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG126R04(Smooth)     600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
BG189Q04(Glossy)      900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189C04(Matt)          900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
BG189R04(Smooth)    900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG189Q57-80(Glossy)    900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2BG189F05L(Matt)      900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

3BG189Q58-80(Glossy)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

Application:BG189Q58-80
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Application:BG189Q56-80

MARMO MAX PLUS
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MARMO MAX PLUS MARMO MAX PLUS

Application:BG189Q55-80 3231



BG189Q53-80(Glossy)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

BG189Q55-80(Glossy)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

BG189Q54-80(Glossy)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

BG189Q56-80(Glossy)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

Application:BG189Q54-80

MARMO MAX PLUS MARMO MAX PLUS
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Application: 2BG189F18M80 3837
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2BG126F09M75(Matt)      600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"
2BG189F18M80(Matt)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2BG126F13M75(Matt)      600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"
2BG189F19M80(Matt)      900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2BG126F20M75(Matt)      600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"

2BG126F21M75(Matt)      600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"

2BG126F22M75(Matt)      600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"2BG189F20M80(Matt)      900X1800X7.5mm/24"X48"
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Application: 2BG189F50M80J
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Application: 2BG189F51M80J Application: 2BG189F52M80J
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Application: 1PGBY12609FM Application: 1PGBY12611FM
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Application: 2PGBY12612FM Application: 2BG189F11-80
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2BG189F50M80J(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

2BG189F51M80J(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

2BG189F52M80J(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1PGBY12609FM(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2BG126F32M75(Matt)       600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
1NG12644-P(Matt)            600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
2BG189F35M80(Matt)       900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

1PGBY12610FM(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2BG126F10M75(Matt)       600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
1NG12645-P(Matt)            600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
2BG189F36M80(Matt)       900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

1PGBY12611FM(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2BG126F11M75(Matt)       600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
1NG12646-P(Matt)            600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
2BG189F37M80(Matt)       900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2PGBY12612FM(Matt)      600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2BG126F12M75(Matt)       600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
1NG12647-P(Matt)            600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
2BG189F38M80(Matt)       900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2BG189F11-80(Matt)        900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72" BG189F10-8.0(Matt)        900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

Application: BG189F12-80
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Application: 3BG126F04-75

CARVED
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Application: 3BG126F02-75 Application: 3BG126F05-75

CARVED
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3BG126F01-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F41-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F03-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F43-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F04-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F44-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F05-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F45-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F08-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F48-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F06-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F46-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F07-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F47-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

3BG126F02-75(Matt)   600x1200X7.5mm/ 48"X 24"
2BG189F42-80(Matt)   900x1800X8.0mm/ 36"X 72"

CARVED

Application: 3BG126F06-75+3BG126F07-75+3BG126F08-75

CARVED
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Application: 2QGBY12662
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Application: 2QGBY12661
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2QGBY12660(Glossy)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2CGBY12660(Matt)             600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
1QGBY18922(Glossy)         600X1200X12mm/24"X48"
1CGBY18922(Matt)             900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"
1QGBY18922-80(Glossy)    900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"
1CGBY18922-80(Matt)        900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

2QGBY12661(Glossy)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2CGBY12661(Matt)             600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

2QGBY12662(Glossy)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
2CGBY12662(Matt)             600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

TGBY12603(Full-body)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
TGBY18903(Full-body)         900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

TGBY12601(Full-body)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
TGBY18901(Full-body)         900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

TGBY12604(Full-body)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
TGBY18904(Full-body)         900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

1QGBY18919(Glossy)         900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"3QGBY12663(Glossy)         600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
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Application: BG189F06
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Application: BG189Q09-80
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Application: BG189F33-80
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Application: 2BG189F34-80 7271



2BG189R08-80(Smooth)           900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG189R09-80(Smooth)           900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

BG126R26-75J(Smooth)        600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"

BG189Q13(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG189Q12(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG189Q09-80(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG189Q11-80(Glossy)        900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

BG189F33-80(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"BG189F07(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

2BG189F16L(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

2BG189F17L(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

2BG189F34-80(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"BG189F06(Matt)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

BG126R27-75J(Smooth)        600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"

2BG126R29-75(Smooth)        600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"

BG126R04-75(Smooth)        600X1200X7.5mm/24"X48"
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Application: 1QGBY12624
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1QGBY12606(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1QGBY12609(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY12624(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY12625(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1QGBY18905(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72" 1QGBY18911(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72" 1QGBY18915(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"
1QGBY18915-80(Glossy)   900X1800X8.0mm/36"X72"

1QGBY18916(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

1QGBY18921(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72" 1QGBY18937(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

1QGBY18917(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72" 1QGBY18918(Glossy)        900X1800X5.5mm/36"X72"

1QGBY12639(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1QGBY126112(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY126115(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY126117(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1QGBY12673(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY12674(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"

1QGBY12607(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48" 1QGBY12608(Glossy)        600X1200X5.5mm/24"X48"
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ENGINEERING CASE
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New Zhongyuan Ceramics EP laminatic 
porcelain panel Construction System

Step One Step One

view

Floor Installation Procedure Installation Procedure of Outer Wall

view

Step Two Step Two

Step Three Step Three

General Description of Construction General Description of Construction

You shall level the cement basic wall and the leveling shall be in 3mm. You shall level the cement basic wall and the leveling shall be in 3mm

You shall stick the tapestry brick with adhesive. You shall stick the tapestry brick with adhesive.

You shall do the joint filling processing. You shall do the joint filling processing.

1. The foundation of cement needs to be level and the errors between the vertical face verticality and surface 
smoothness both need to be ≤ 4mm;

2. Sticking Construction: You shall stir it in accordance with configuration proportion between water and dry 
powder 1:4 and make it stand for 15min, then do the second stirring, after that you can use it. You shall operate 
with combined method and stick the sheet with binder to the appropriate place in line with the requirements. 
The sticking thickness is 5-8mm;

3. Joint Filling Construction: You shall do the joint filling construction 24 hours later after the sticking and 
use the rubber joint filling spatula to press the joint mixture into the facing crevice in 45°angle. You shall 
stir it frequently to achieve the maximum operability. After the initial set and drying, you shall clean 
the tile face with soaked clean sponge.

1. The foundation of cement needs to be level and the errors between the vertical face verticality and surface 
smoothness both need to be ≤ 4mm;

2. Sticking Construction: You shall stir it in accordance with configuration proportion between water and dry 
powder 1:4 and make it stand for 15min, then do the second stirring, after that you can use it. You shall operate 
with combined method and stick the sheet with binder to the appropriate place in line with the requirements. 
The sticking thickness is 5-8mm;

3. Joint Filling Construction: You shall do the joint filling construction 24 hours later after the sticking and use
 the rubber joint filling spatula to press the joint mixture into the facing crevice in 45°angle. You shall stir it
 frequently to achieve the maximum operability. After the initial set and drying, you shall clean the tile face 
with soaked clean sponge.

8281



Step One Step One

view view

Interior Wall Installation Procedure Old Tile Transformation Installation Procedure

Step Two Step Two

Step Three Step Three

Step Four Step Four

General Description of Construction General Description of Construction

You shall do the base treatment leveling You shall check the bonding strength of old tile foundation and do the drawing test when it is necessary;

You shall paint waterproof material. You shall do the roughening treatment to the face of old tile and the roughening treatment area shall reach over 80%.

You shall use adhesive to stick the tapestry brick. You shall use ceramic tile adhesive to stick the tapestry brick

You shall do the joint filling process.  You shall do the joint filling process;

1. The foundation of cement needs to be level and the errors between the vertical face verticality and surface 
smoothness both need to be ≤ 4mm:

2.  Waterproof Construction: You shall stir and paint it in accordance with the packing instruction. After the 
first drying of the surface (4-8 hours) you shall do the second painting (form the cross Construction with the first construction) 
and the thickness of each time shall be about 0.5mm;

3. Sticking Construction: You shall stir it in accordance with configuration proportion between water and dry powder 
1: 4 and make it stand for 15min, then do the second stirring, after that, you can use it. You shall operate with combined
method and stick the sheet with binder to the appropriate place in line with the requirements. The sticking thickness is 5-8mm;

4. Joint Filling Construction: You shall do the joint filling construction 24 hours later after the sticking and use the rubber joint 
filling spatula to press the joint mixture into the facing crevice in 45°angle. You shall stir it frequently to achieve the maximum 
operability. After theinitial set and drying, you shall clean the tile face with soaked clean sponge.

1. The foundation of cement needs to be level and the errors between the vertical face verticality and surface smoothness both 
need to be ≤ 4mm;

2. The surface roughening treatment area of old wall shall be over 80%;

3. Sticking Construction: You shall stir it in accordance with configuration proportion between water and dry powder 1: 4 and make 
it stand for 15minthen do the second stirring, after that, you can use it. You shall operate with combined method and stick the sheet 
with binder to the appropriate place in line with the requirements. The sticking thickness is 5-8mm;

4. Joint Filling Construction: You shall do the joint filling construction 24 hours later after the sticking and use the rubber joint filling 
spatula to press the joint mixture into the facing crevice in 45°angle. You shall stir it frequently to achieve the maximum operability. 
After the initial set and drying, you shall clean the tile face with soaked clean sponge.
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Step One：Spring wire scaling

Step Two：Installation of the keel for 
the curtain wall

Step Three：Installation of thin 
plates

Step Four：Filling of foam bars and 
sealing with silicone adhesive 

Step Five：Surface cleaning

view

Dry hanging construction steps and matters needing attention

Use equipment and instrument for spring wire scaling according to the drawings.

It should be guaranteed that the installation of the keel for the curtain wall should be 
stable and firm and the smoothness should meet the national standard and the design requirement. 

Confirm the level and vertical control lines and install from top to bottom. Two persons work together
to move the thin plates to the installation positions and use self-tapping screws and hand drills to 
fix the plates onto the keel and at the same time, adjust the smoothness and flatness. 

Clean the seams between the plates and keep the seams dry. Attach the masking paper and fill with 
foam bars. The distance between the top of foam bars and the finished surface of the panels should 
be 4~6mm. Having finished filling the foam bars, fill with silicone sealing adhesive

Clean the panels in time and prevent scratching on the surface.

Step One：Cutting and processing 
of aluminum profiles

Step Two：Assembly of aluminum 
auxiliary frame and reinforcement

Step Three：Cleaning of the aluminum 
auxiliary frame

Step Four：Attachment of double 
faced sticker

Step Five：Cleaning of the thin plate

Step Six：Assembly of the thin 
plate and aluminum frame

Step Seven：Fil l ing of si l icone 
structural adhesive 

Step Eight：Attachment of glass-
fiber back netplate

Step Nine：Storage and maintenance

view

Dry hanging construction steps and matters needing attention

Cut and prepare all aluminum parts according to the design drawings.

Use joint corner braces and rivets (or self-tapping screws) to connect and fix the prepared 
aluminum parts and assemble them into a complete aluminum frame. 

Use a piece of soft cloth and cleanser to clean the adhesive applying positions on the aluminum auxiliary 
frame and it is required that it is free from any dust and grease that can affect the attachment.

For the convenience of controlling the positions of the structural adhesive and the sectional dimensions, 
the aluminum auxiliary frame should be attached with double faced sticker in advance.

Use a piece of soft cloth and cleanser to clean the adhesive applying positions on the back of the thin 
plate and it is required that the thin plate is free from any dust and grease that can affect the attachment.

Attach the assembled aluminum frame onto the back of the thin plate with adhesive.

The filling of silicone structural adhesive should be dense, uniform and free from bubbles and the surface 
should be smooth and flat.

Use epoxy resin adhesive to attach the glass-fiber back net.

Choose flat floor laid with wood blocks of uniform thickness for storing the thin plates in a room with 
the temperature of 20℃ and the humidity of 50%. The thin plates should not be moved before 
the structural adhesive is solidified and has reached sufficient load capacity. Generally, it reaches
initial solidification in 24 hours and complete solidification in 7 days.
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